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Abstract: Present mobile technology is more popular due to mobile apps usage very high in the market world. Large numbers 

of mobile apps are uploaded daily in Google play store from different companies. So Mobile users are downloading apps 

based on review and rating of the app. so some companies to improve sales and increase usage of users of their apps they 

are giving fake ranking to their app to attract the users for downloading. Present we have big key challenge is ranking fraud 

in market world. In this paper we implement novel mechanism to fake ranking detection system for mobile users.  And we 

differentiate three types of data collected from data records. Those are based on ranking, rating g and review by the users 

to that particular app By using aggregation method we can aggregated this proofs of data. In this research paper we 

proposing two types of implementations like first one is exact scores and ratings of the app and, the fake rating and feedbacks 

by a similar user for approaching up that app on the leader board are controlled. To avoid frauding we approach two ways 

one is single users should give rating only once based on user login  and another one is based on ip address that restricted 

the no of logins per day, our proposed system can analysed with real world app data from app store in long time. 
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I. Introduction: 

 

Nowadays Mobile apps are hug useful in real world making payments and different activities performed by users from 

mobiles.Mobile users are using mobile apps for performing activities. They can downolod apps from spp store.In app store we have 

different apps published by different companies .Lot off companies released daily number of apps aploaded in app store.Users can 

download that apps from store and install in their own mobiles then perfom their required actiovities.So here main problem is users 

are selecting apps based on reviews and ratings.if any app rating is high and review is good his downloading app But Some 

companies to improve their appa slaes and popularity they are providing fack reviws and ratings .so users cannt identified which 

one is better. . In this paper we implement novel mechanism to fake ranking detection system for mobile users.  And we differentiate 

three types of data collected from data records. Those are based on ranking, rating g and review by the users to that particular app  

.By using aggregation method we can  aggregated this proofs of data. In this research paper we proposing two types of 

implementations like first one is exact scores and ratings of the app and, the fake rating and feedbacks by a similar user for 

approaching up that app on the leader board are controlled. Rating and review is plays major role in app sales and popularity 

purpose.  App users after downloading app they can give rating to that so new users attract based rantking on leader board of the 

app.users can also give comments on app in papp store called reviews.. Especially, this paper describes  a simple secure and effective 

algorithm to identify the most important sessions of each mobile App based on its past ranking records. This is one of the fraud 

evidence. Also, users rating and users review history, which gives some difference prototype from apps historical app rating and 

reviews data records. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II, presents the related work. In section III, 

`implementation system is presented in section IV, sample results. Finally, the section V concludes the research paper. 

 

II. Related Works: 

 

Leif Azzopardi et al. [2] considered an Investigating the Relationship between Language Model Perplexity and IR Precision Recall 

Measures the perplexity of the dialect show has a deliberate association with the achievable accuracy review execution however it 

isn't factually noteworthy. A dormant variable unigram based LM, which has been fruitful when connected to IR, is the alleged 

probabilistic inactive semantic ordering (PLSI).Ee-Peng Lim et al. [12] introduced various identifying Product Review Spammers 

utilizing Rating Behaviors to distinguish clients creating spam surveys or audit spammers. We recognize a few trademark practices 

of audit spammers and model these practices in order to identify the spammers.David F. Gleich et al. [4] has completed a review 

on Rank Aggregation by means of Nuclear Norm Minimization the procedure of rank conglomeration is personally interwoven 

with the structure of skew-symmetric frameworks. To produces another technique for positioning an arrangement of items.The 

substance of our thought is that a rank collection depicts an in part filled skew-symmetric framework. We broaden a calculation for 

framework finishing to deal with skew-symmetric information and utilize that to remove positions for every thing. Alexandre 

Klementiev, Dan Roth et al. [9] considered an Unsupervised Learning Algorithm for Rank Aggregation,(ULARA) which restores 

a straight mix of the individual positioning capacities in light of the rule of remunerating requesting understanding between the 

rankers. 

 

 

III. Methodology: 
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In this system we implement novel effective ranking fraud system for mobile apps .. We also find out some main challenge. First 

one is, we should identify ranking fraud happening time because its does not happen always. This challenge can be considered as 

noticing the local difference in place of global anomaly of mobile Apps. And also we cannot identify each app ranking fraud because 

thousands of apps are running in market. So it’s very difficult to identify individually. We proposed effective methodology for 

identifying important sessions in each app based on the past records. We have to analyze main basic characteristics of the main 

events of the app. In Ranking app consists of three steps is raisisg, maintains and recession phase. And in rating of the app also 

more useful .Ranking fraud detection only not sufficient rating also major important in this research. Users can download apps 

based on ranking after downloading app users can give the rating of the app. Rating fraud also effect on ranking fraud. if an App 

has ranking fraud in a leading session s, the ratings during the time period of s could have difference model compared with its past 

ratings, which can be utilized for building rating based proof.app stores will allow users to write feedback and experience of the 

app. Existing customers can write some text regarding apps this called review session. It’s also useful for improve popular of the 

app.Therefore,  post fake reviews in the most important sessions of a exact App in order to increase the App downloads, and 

therefore push the App’s ranking place in the head board. Although some earlier works on review spam finding have been reported 

in recent years, the difficulty of detecting the local anomaly of reviews in the leading sessions and imprisoning them as proof for 

ranking fraud recognition are still under-explored. 

 

 
Fig1: system architecture 

 

IV.Experimental Results: 

 
Fig 2: admin, provider login pages 
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Fig 3: Upload app page 
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